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A Special edition of ‘taKe it oR leaVe it’

WaS ‘cactUS ed’S’ laSt JoKe 
on US?...(and Vice VeRSa)
                                     
---Jim Stiles

Three years before the publication of Edward 
Abbey’s masterpiece Desert Solitaire, Bob Dylan 
was already the iconic controversial figure that his 
literary cousin would eventually become.  Barely in 
his mid-20s, Dylan was, in just a few short years, 
a household name around the world. In America, 
devoted fans and critics alike clung to every word 
he uttered. Every gesture was sure to have meaning. 
They called him brilliant, a voice for his generation, 
a prophet. The man born Robert Zimmerman found 
it all bewildering.

Reporters  muttered and talked amongst them-
selves. A few got it. Many were still seeking further 
clarification. Dylan smiled his cryptic smile. 

Years later, at a book signing, a fan approached 
Ed Abbey with her copy of Fool’s Progress. As the 
author scribbled his name across the title page, the 
woman exclaimed, “You know Mr. Abbey, I’m a 
novelist  too!”

“Really,” Ed smiled (or was it a grimace?) 
“Yes,” she boasted excitedly, “and I’ve been want-

ing to ask you a question. How many pages should a 
novel be?”

Ed stared at the woman a moment, his famous 
brow furrowed into a serious frown and he said 
without a hint of humor, “It should be 306 pages.”

The woman sighed in relief. “Thank God then...
I’m almost done.”

of success. Some have wallowed in the Glory—it 
killed Truman Capote. Others like J.D Salinger 
fled–vanished from the public scene altogether, and 
still more, like Dylan and Abbey accepted their noto-
riety with reluctance and amused tolerance.

Ed Abbey would come to know exactly how Dylan 
felt. His legions of devotees have been as intensely 
and unshakably loyal as any rock idol could hope 
for. I should know; I’ve been one of them—by 
degrees--- for 35 years, though over the years, my 
respect for Abbey came to be centered on his hu-
manity, flaws and all, not on an edited or distilled or 
politically corrected version. 

Posthumously his reputation as the ultimate pro-
vocateur continued to grow. At his memorial service 
near Arches National Park in 1989, Earth First! 
Founder Dave Foreman called Abbey “the mudhead 
kachina of the environmental movement and of so-
cial change...the trickster farting in polite company.” 
True enough.

But has Abbey’s myth, almost a quarter century 
after his passing, become something distorted and 
disconnected from the real man and the life he 
lived? Have we selectively picked and chosen and 
subsequently disregarded his own words when they 
failed to reveal what we wanted him to be?  Part 
of the confusion may have been his ability to will-
ingly and unflinchingly, and even with great humor, 
contradict himself.  It gave us the option of choos-
ing which Abbey we preferred. Complexities and 
contradictions can be found in almost any point of 
view and Abbey often offered both sides, though he 
didn’t always acknowledge the dichotomy. But more 
often, it was his readers who, instead of weighing 
the conflicting points of view, preferred to edit and 
even sanitize their favorite author.  Who IS the real 
Ed Abbey? It depends on who you ask. 

From the beginning, Abbey loved the art of 
provocation. He wasn’t just a trickster–he was a 
quipster. It was his passion, his entertainment, and 

At a press conference in Los Angeles in 1965, 
Dylan faced the press. One young reporter asked 
about the meaning of the T-shirt he wore for an 
album cover. Dylan said he couldn’t recall what shirt 
he was referring to. Another asked if he considered 
himself to be predominantly a composer or a per-
former. Dylan said he was “a song and dance man.”

Finally, a stiff middle-aged reporter with a mellif-
luous voice and a need to know asked about his role 
as a “protest singer.” He put it like this:

“How many people who labor in the same musical 
vineyard that you toil in are protest singers? That is, 
people who use their music and songs to protest the 
social state in which we live today, be it crime or war 
or whatever it might be.”

Dylan stared blankly at the reporter and seemed 
to give the matter some thought. “How many?...I 
think there are about 136.”

Just a trace of a smirk crossed his face. The re-
porter sought a better answer.

“Do you mean about 136?  Or exactly 136?
“I think it’s either 136 or 142.”

This adoration and even deification of the Chosen 
Few is not a recent phenomenon and those rare 
recipients of the golden crown have, over the years 
and centuries, handled their celebrity and fame (or 
infamy) in a variety of ways and with erratic degrees 

his escape. At a time when straightforward, unvar-
nished–and especially earthy---opinions were hard 
to find, his candor was a welcome breeze, even when 
it turned into a maelstrom. 

Watching Abbey take target practice was a delight 
to some and withering to others...he mocked politi-
cians and political parties, religions, businesses big 
and small, tourists, developers...he spared no one.

Some of the most scathing satire ever penned 
about the Mormon Church came from Abbey, par-
ticularly in his portrayals of the novel’s antagonist, 
Bishop Love, and other rural Utahns in The Monkey 
Wrench Gang. Whether he meant to or not, Abbey 

His legions of devotees have 
been as intensely and 

unshakably loyal as any rock 
idol could hope for. I should know; 
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for 35 years, though over the years, 

my respect for Abbey came to be 
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created, or at least embellished,  a stereotype about 
Mormons that warms the hearts of the anti-Mormon 
community in Utah to this very day. (Read Amy 
Irvine’s Trespass: Living at the Edge of the Prom-
ised Land )

But while Ed mocked the culture and the religion 
and their sacred underwear and called them “Latter-
day Shitheads” from time to time, his other rumina-
tions on the church might be disappointing to some 
of the church’s fiercest critics.

friends ran small businesses. Ken Sleight—Seldom 
Seen— was the quintessential small businessman, 
with his pack trips and bookstores. Ed harangued 
the National Park Service and its lazy loafing bu-
reaucrat/rangers. We, many of his loyal flock, were 
those rangers.

And in the last year of his life, Abbey wandered 
into a fashionable professionals-type bar on a hot 
Friday afternoon and gazed through an air condi-
tioned haze at the sea of suits and ties that filled the 
room.

“Damn!” he exclaimed. “It smells like lawyers in 
here.” Yet one of his good friends was Bill Benge, 
a Moab attorney and his “legal consultant” when 
he wrote the last chapters of The Monkey Wrench 
Gang.

He rarely meant to insult anyone, and in most 
cases, he didn’t. But he sometimes failed to connect 
the dots that traveled from his rhetoric to real life. 

Some have suggested that Abbey fell back on his 
own self-label of “entertainer” to explain away his  
brash and sometimes shoot-from-the-lip outspoken-
ness. One Abbey critic/friend of mine complained 
to me recently about both Abbey and Bob Dylan and 
their fans. He wrote, 

somebody to argue with, regardless of the conse-
quence. For those who knew Abbey in those final 
years as his views on immigration generated ac-
cusations of xenophobia and racism, they know the 
consequences he endured. 

 So Ed Abbey was not one to cower. But he picked 
the fights that mattered and laughed off the ones 
that didn’t. Who can be painfully earnest 24 hours a 
day?

If Abbey’s words challenged or confused or caused 
consternation for his readers when he was alive, the 
posthumous Ed Abbey left many of his fans ducking 
for cover. Five years after his death, a volume of his 
journals, Confessions of a Barbarian, edited by his 
friend David Peterson, was published. 

According to Peterson, the idea that the general 
public might be interested in his papers seemed 
far-fetched to Abbey when the University of Arizona 
first sought to include them in its Special Collections 
Library in the 1970s. But he reluctantly agreed and 
over the years, according to Peterson, he would visit 
the collection occasionally, “lining out entries or 
writing second-thought notes here and there.” Years 
later, a second volume, Postcards from Ed, a collec-
tion of his  letters and cards to friends and foes and 
fans was published, again edited by Peterson.

One thing is certain, Ed Abbey knew that some-
day, perhaps years after his death, many of his 
most intimate, heart-felt, unvarnished  words and 
opinions, expressed over 35 years in those journals, 
would become the subject of even more debate and 
dialogue. And maybe that was his last hope and as-
piration—to generate one more good, hotly argued, 
albeit posthumous, controversy.

It was like Abbey speaking from the grave: 
Okay, you’ve been trying to ‘interpret’  me for a 

quarter century. Now..here I am, open to the bone. 
The real Edward Abbey. Now, who do you think I 
am?

Devoted readers raced for their blinders. Was this 
Abbey’s last joke? And was it on us? 

The books were revelatory and expansive. But it 
made his fans...uncomfortable. His subject matter 
filled the spectrum...

In a 1988 journal entry, Abbey asked himself, “Am 
I a racist?”

His self-evaluation was complicated. “My notion 
of a superior race,” he observed,  “if such a thing is 
plausible, would be harmlessness: which group has 
done the least harm to the earth...by that standard, 
the only superior races would be the Aborigines of 
Australia, the Bushmen of Africa, maybe the Hopis 
of Arizona.”

In Desert Solitaire, he came to the defense of his 
Mormon friends. “Leaving aside the comical aspects 
of their creed, “ Abbey wrote, “one can argue that 
the Mormons in practice achieved a way of life in 
which there is much to admire, much worth saving.” 

He noted the peculiarities of other sects, “the 
Baptists with their insistence on total immersion...
or the Jews with their prepuce-collecting Yahweh...
or the Hindus with their sanctified ritual for nasal 
emunction.” 

He even held to account, “the small town athe-
ist, with his Little Blue Books and sneering jokes at 
ancient and venerable institutions.”

Bishop Love, the fictional San Juan County Com-
missioner/developer that the Monkey Wrench Gang 
squared off against was based, more or less, on the 
real-life, flesh and blood Calvin Black, familiar face 
and controversial politician from Blanding, Utah. 
I’d never heard of Black until he was revealed to be 
THE Bishop Dudley Love. Even Cal got a chuckle 
out of the notoriety.  And while Cal Black became 
synonymous with environmental destruction and 
avarice and greed to Abbey’s many readers, Abbey 
couldn’t seem to hold a grudge. From Postcards 
from Ed, Abbey wrote to a young man in Blanding:

“Old Cal Black is not a bad guy. I’ve met him a 
couple times and I like and respect him as a per-
son, as an individual. Of course, his dedication to 
industrial development, whatever the cost to other 
values, sticks in my craw. There we disagree—but 
not---I hope---violently.”

Sometimes Abbey seemed to disconnect his public 
utterances from the effect they might have on his 
friends. It’s as if it never occurred to him that his 
broader strokes might affect the individual. In 1985, 
for example, he went after the myth of the Ameri-
can cowboy: “Western cattlemen are no more than 
welfare parasites,” he railed.  “They’ve been getting 
a free ride on public lands for more than a century, 
and I think it’s time we phased it out. I’m in favor of 
putting livestock grazers out of business.”

“They’ve had their free ride,” he added. “It’s time 
they learned to support themselves.”

But word came to Abbey the next year that some 
rancher friends of his had been offended. Ed was 
quick to contact them. “It would do no good to 
apologize for what I said about cowboys and ranch-
ers...and it would be false on my part, because I 
really meant what I said.”

But he noted that he’d acknowledged exceptions 
to his otherwise all encompassing cowboy condem-
nation and hoped they realized he was referring to 
them.

“I have always admired and respected you peo-
ple—all of you, the whole family—and hope we can 
continue to be friends.”

He once wrote that “there is nothing smaller 
than a small businessman,” but some of his lifelong 

“The acolytes want to take every asinine utter-
ance of Abbey’s (and he has lots of them) discuss 
them as if they were filled with deep insight.  What 
I disrespect most about both Dylan and Abbey is 
their laziness in wanting to have it both ways.  Both 
at times used the “I’m just an entertainer” defense 
when trying to rationalize their lesser works.  But 
they both damn well wanted to be taken seriously.  
And it’s this sort of apologist attitude that just gets 
me .... excusing sloppy thinking and lazy work with 
the .... “Oh Ed’s just being a clown or a provoca-
teur”.   At the end of the day this is more a com-
plaint about Abbey’s followers than Abbey himself 
(although he carries some of the weight as far as 
I’m concerned).”

His complaints about those “acolytes” are on the 
mark, from where I stand. Their often mindless 
devotion to Ed at his wise-crackiest would have 
offended him.  But while Abbey the Quipster was 
often prone to embrace the fast line and the stinging 
remark, when it came to the matters he cared most 
about, he took his time and he stood stubbornly and 
defiantly behind the weight of his convictions.  He 
rarely, if ever, fled a point of view that really mat-
tered to him, like his controversial views on im-
migration and population. Not only did he defend 
himself, he’d climb over the Alamo wall, looking for 

But later he noted, “I really do think that Europe-
an-American civilization, rotten though it be, is far 
better than anything available in the cruel, squalid, 
corrupt, overcrowded and miserable nations of Asia, 
Africa, Latin America.”  (Note: pulling excerpts does 
Abbey a disservice. Find the book and read it in its 
entirety.)

He wrote to the NY Review of Books about the im-
migration issue and the Mexican border:

Abbey even held to account, 
“the small town atheist, with 

his Little Blue Books and 
sneering jokes at ancient 

and venerable institutions.”

And maybe that was 
his last hope and aspiration—  
to generate one more good, 
hotly argued, 
albeit posthumous, 
controversy...
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